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       VUilliam H. Galperin, 7Jbe Histen'caIAusten

Philadelphia: University of  Pennsylvania Press, 2oo3.  viii +  286  pps

      Reviewed  by Hidctada  Mukai, Matsuyama  University

  At the beginning of  iggos  Anthony  Easthope  argued  that "[s]omething

 like [the
establishment  of  a ncw  paradigm in science]  has happened in litcrary studies

during the past two  decades. Twenty  years ago  the  i'nstitutionalised  study  of

literature throughout  the  English-speaking v,Torld  rested  on  an  apparently  secure

and  unchallenged  foundation, the  distinction between what  is literature and  what

is not"  (3). Easthope reinforccd  this argument  by comparing  Mass (;li)?thElation and

thnor Cbuimre (ig3a) by F. R. Leavis with  Lde2tany 7Jbeoo,:An intTudutiz'on (ig83) by
Terry Eagleton, as he continued  to  explain  that  

"the

 old  paradigm has collapsed"
and  

"a

 fresh paradigm h2s emerged"  (s) in the  field of  literary criticism.  As
Easthepe  predicted, although  we  can  still say  that, even  now,  

`pure'
 literary studies

have remained  dominant, the  terrain has been itrevocably changed  at  a  fbunda-
tional level, These days, litetary studi'es  have evolvcd  into a more  comprehensive

discipline, collaborating  with  othcr  fields such  as history, politics, sociology,

anthropology  and  even  science.  Jane Austen studies  is not  an  exception  of  this

trans]tton.

  Unquestionably, whether  we  agree  with  it or  not,  one  of  the most  influentiai
analyses  on  Jane Austen in iggos  is Edward  Said's reading  of  Mansi7eld llan(i. In
`Jane

 Austen and  Empire: Manij7eid llink", Said connects  Austen's world  with

British impcrialism. This controversial  vicw  aroused  much  dliscussion, debate and
even  emotional  reactions  fromJaneitc critics.  Said himself modified  his opinion  by
writing  that it is his 

"unforgivable

 sin"  (xD in the  introduction of  Ropresenlations of
tha intedectrifal (igg4), but his contention  could  not  be ignored when  we  find his
book, CJ)thare and  bupere'athrne, in the  bibliography of  most  of  the  recent,  important
texts on  Austen. In this sense,  he redefined  critical  approaches  to Jane Austen
Studics.* Of  course,  there  were  several  critics, such  as  Mary Poovey and  Marilyn
Butlcr, who  tried to historicise Austcn prior to Said, but their contributions,  whilst

important, do not  detract from  his influence on  Austen studies.

  It should  be noted  that as  a  whole  the author  of  Yhe llisten'asIAvasten does not

 
*
 Galperin points out  that MOira Ferguson 

"predatcs

 Said's zrgument  and  te which  he makes  no

reference"  (z62), but he is wrong  with  this point, It is true that (:buimre and  1mpen'athsva was

pubtished in igg3.  But, Said had alrezdy  made  known  his argument  beforehand in R`v,pveend LPZt7ianes:
C'n'tical Pkempecin,es, cd.  Terry Eagleton,  in ig8g,  and  he definitely predates Ferguson. Maybc  Galperin
faiied to check  this  fact.
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ally  himself with  Said, stating  that Said's argument  is "teo

 facile co-ordination  of

the  imperialism" (262), but, as  the  title shows,  this book is sure  to be immedi2tely

placed within  the  context  of  Said's revisionist  criticism.  The book's author  NK41liam
H.  Galperin is Professor of  English at  Rutgers University, New  Brunswick, New

Jersey. He  is also  the  author  of  the two  books on  Romanticism, Revision affd

Aorthon'ij in uaniswonth: 7Jbe inderpreintion ofa C}ireer (ig8g) and  ne  Rel"rvt of the
J/7sihle in British Roneanticisnv (igg3). Galperin has also written  numerous  articles  on

Romanticism and  related  topics,  including several  book  reviews,  which  include

Susanne Klingenstein's Enlaigz'ng Arvenha: 7)be Cbuimnfxl tr}27ne of1irwtsh Literarv
LSthOla,:S  Lslso-Lvao (igg8) in C'm'de'cr's2za (Vol. 43, No. i, 2ooi)  2nd  Sally Bushell's Re-

Reacimg "7)be

 Exonrsion'1' Namativ& Response and  the tB7bnlgeworthian l)mnvaim lxbice

(2oo2) in W2)ntswomb CYrk  (VoL 34, No. 4, 2oo3).  Undoubtedly Galperin's interest
in Romanticism infbrms his readings  of  Austen's novels,  placing them  firmly

within  the  framework of  thc  Romantic Movement:  a manoeuvre  which  is espe-

cially obvious  in Chapter 2.

  7he HislonhaIAasten tries to analyse  the narrative  di$course by Jane Austen in
her historical authenticity  by reading  her novels  as  

"a

 cotrective  to 
`the

 historical
Austen' that  currently  abounds  in literary scholarship"  (i). The  word  

"historical"

here does not  mean  just something  connected  with  the  past or  the  study  of  history

and  not  something  about  people and  evcnts  in the  past. Citing de Certeau's

Hlrteroklgiz'es: Discourse on  the Other (ig86), he explains  that: 
"

 . . . it is historical in a
way  that  takes  seriously  Michel  de Certeau's claim  that 

`over

 time, and  in the

density of  its own  time, cach  episteme is made  up  of  the  heterogeneous" (7). Thus, ,
"the

 historical Austen is recoverable",  and  he explores  
"the

 aesthetic  discourses

that Austen had at  her disposal, which  she  m2n2ged  altern2tely to satisfy and  to

contest,  and  the  response  of  her contemporaries  to her writing,  on  whose

experience  or  practice of  reading  Austen any  claim  fbr yield of  her wotk  must

ultimately  rest"  (7). By  reading  the  history of  her novels'  reception  through

Iiterary, aesthetic,  social,  and  historical contexts,  Galperin not  only  reassesses  the

Austen's achievement  but also  challenges  the iconic Austen established  by 
"`pure'

literary studies".

  7)be HistenhaIAblsten is composed  of  two  parts, each  of  which  includes several

chapters.  In Part 1, "Historicizing

 Austen", Galperin discusses the  conncction

between Austen and  her social  background. There are  three  chapters  in Part I:

Chapter i "History,

 Silence, and  
`The

 Trial ofJane  Leigh  Perrot', Chapter  2 
"The

Picturesque, the Real, and  the Consumption ofJane  Austen' and  Chapter s 
"Why

Jane Austen Is Not  Frances Burney: Probability, Possibility, and  Romantic

Counterhegemony". P2rt II is entitled  
"Reading

 the  Historical Austen". Hcre
Galperin offers  startling  and  challenging  interpretations of  the  six  completed

novels,  the  epistolary  Lady .S)iswn, and  the  last novel  .SZzndeon, which  is uncom-
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pleted. This latter part includes the  following five chapters:  Chapter 4 
"Lady

 5busan
and  the  Failure of  Austen's Early Published Novels, Chapter s 

"Natrative
 Incom-

petence in Nosthdii4gerAhhef', Chapter 6 
`Uane

 Austen's Future Shock", Chapter 7
"Nostalgia

 in Eztinvd' and  Chapter 8 "The

 Body  in Afmaczstion 
'and

 .Sinntinon".  In the
first halfof the  book Galperin examines  Austeri in relation  to several  contexts  ]ike
Csilence',

 
`picturesque'

 and  
`fictions

 of  probabillty', whilst  in the latter half he takes

up  individual novels,  1.ady 5iflsan, .SZ7nse  and  .Sl7nsibnebi, Pnde and  Anofudue, Northanger
Ahhopi, Man.s17kid thnle, Envnva, R,rscaasion and  the unfinished  5had71on and  tries to

reread  them  respectively.

  Part I relocate$  Austcn in relation  to various  contexts,  such  as  silence, pictur-
csque  discourse and  

"fictions

 ofprobabi]ity".  In Chapter 3 Galpetin compares  the

novels  ofAusten  with  that of  Fanny Burney and,  although  it seems  a little trite, it
offets  an  interesting approach  to Austen's narratives  through  various  contexts,

such  as Austen's silence  on  the  trail of  her aunt  and  picturesque discourse. In
Chapter 2  Galperin examines  how  Austen 

"was
 developing as  a  writer"  and  how

she  derived "a

 remarkably  firm sense  of  the  uses  and  the abuses  of  a  representa-

tional practice that  we  . . . call  realistic'7  (8). Employing  theorics of  picturesque
representation  to  examine  the  narratives,  his explanation  in this chapter  seems

logical, understandable  and  persuasive, although  it is the  thesis  offered  in Chapter
i that  provides the most  interest for Austen scholars.

  Here, Galperin effers  the  first detailed study  on  the  trial ofJane  Leigh Perrot,
which  is not  just an  introduction of  biographical facts. According to George
Holbert Tucker, 

`iJames

 Leigh and  his wife  (Jane) were  Jane Austen's closcst  and

most  important maternal  relations."  (82) In i7gg  Jane Leigh Perret "was

 accused

of  stealing  lace to  the  value  of  twenty  shillings"  and  was  arrested.  If she  had bcen
fbund guilty, she  would  have faced eitiher  death or  transportation  because "this

being a theft of  the  vaiue  of  more  thzn  twelvepence  was  a felony at that time"

(86). This was  reported  in newspapers,  and  disclosed to the public of  the day. Of
course,  thc  Austens  in Steventon worrJ'ed  about  this, and  it is said  that  Austen
sometimes  went  to  see  her aunt  in order  to cheer  her up,  and  sat  in on  the  trial

several  times. Galperin notes  that, although  Austen herself knew  this affair  vcry

well.  she  did not  mention  this in hef letters, and  draws attention  to  this  silence.**

  The  question this si'lence  ralses  acts  as  a trigger for the  discussion that follows.
Galperin'be.oins with  tihe narrative  silence,  which  is .a concornitant  of  all epistolary

fbrms  imperatively, arguing  that  
"by

 no  lenger serving  the `real'

 in the  way  that
unwritten  language had done previously, Austen's silence  -a  residual  but pro-

 
**

 It is ixrell-known  th2t  her sister Cassandra destroyed many  of  Austen's Jetters after  her death,
and  there are  on}y  twclvc  sursTiving  letters in i7gg  Rnd  i8oo.  Thus, of  coursc,  it is possible that

Cassandra destroyed the  lcttcrs in which  Austen talked  zbout  the  trial,
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fbundly functional silence  in her case-was  recruitable  to other  uses"  (22) to

expand,  enhance  and  complicate  the  
"real".

 Besides, he suggests  two  more  roles

silence  plays in Austen's narratives.  
"First

 the silence  inherited from epistolary

complicates  the dominant specularity  on  which  the  totalizing reach  of  a sti11-partial

real  depends" and  
"[s]econd

 . . . the complications  brought by Austen's silence

involve a reconccption  of  the  ordinary  as  heterogeneous and  susceptible  to  a  level

of  difference that  narrative  and  plot are  unable  to contain"  (23). From  this, he
concludes  that  

"Austcn's

 silence  and  the  various  complications  to which  her real
is consequently  rendered  permeable have tihe effect  of  transforming  her . . . into

an  histerian of  a  dense and  inscrutable present rather  than  an  unwitting  prophet of
a dismal future" (23). Galperin citcs  Michael McKeon's  assertion  in 7he Origins of
the Englah  Nove4 Jboo-44o  (ig87) that,  

"in
 the  formation ofnovelistic  narrative,  the  

'

most  important model  was  not  another  
`literary'

 genre at all, but historical

experience  itsel?' (238), to  argue  that this 
`Cseems

 the  more  germane with  respect

to  the  
`historical

 Austen"' (2s). Having raised  these  arguments,  Galperin ofliers the

fo11owing conclusion  on  the  connection  between Austen and  the  trial ofJane

Leigh Perrot:

      Now  by "possibdity"

 I am  referring  to two  related  things: the  possibility

    that Perret stole  the lace fbr good reason  or  in order  to  reclaim  something

    taken  from her..., and  the  possibility... ofa  different, less contradictory

    social  and  psychoiogical configuration,  that the  conflation  of  the  probable
    and  the  unthinkable  can,  with  an  assjst  from Austen's silence,  be said  to

    serve....  the  act  or  tact  on  Austen's part constitutes  a  very  real  resistance

    because it counts  chiefly  on  the  intractability of  the real-the  
"trial"

 of

    Jane I.eigh Perrot before and  tl17'er the  fact -  to changes  and  improvements

    of  the  more  customary  and  narratable  kind. This resistance,  which  is also

    an  invitation to a  special  kind of  reflection  on  the part of  the reader,  is in

    many  ways  the central  work  of  Austen's major  2nd  still silent  wtitings.  (43)

  In Part II, Galperin provides unique  and  intetesting readings  ef  Austen's work,

although  his intcrpretations of  individual nove!s  are  sometimes  too  perverse to be

fu11y accepted.  In Chapter 4, fbr exampie,  he attcmpts  a  reconstruction  of.Slense  and

.S17nsihthty  by trying  to  reveal  the  darker side  of  
"the

 av'utncular  Brandon" (ii4).
Colonel Brandon, he contends,  is in pursuit of  Marianne Dashwood  because he
"is

 assuredly  possessed of  erotic  feeling" toward  her. Thus, it is jealousy, rather

than  Wi]loughby's seduction  and  abandonment  of  a girl undcr  Brandon's  guard-
ianship, that inspires the  older  man's  hatred. In short,  it is Brandon's 

"erotic

feeling" for Marianne, rather  than  a  high moral  stance,  which  severely  prejudices
him against  

iJailloughby.
 With this logic Galperin comes  to concludc  that 

"[t]he

most  notable  example  of  this coercion,  as  it continues  undetected,  remains
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X7Uilloughby's astonishing  inability to link the mysterious,  and  to his mind  unre-

lated, disclosures to Mrs. Smith and  Sophia Grey  to Coloncl Brandon" (lls).
Galperin writes:

      Nevertheless the  real  exposure  of  the authority  now  vested  in Brandon

    comes  in other,  more  concrete  gesture, notably  his fefusal  to  inform

    Marianne directly of  N)CJilloughby's behaviour at a point when  disaster could

    have been averted  and  his secmingly  benevolent offer  of  a living to Edward

    upon  hearing of  the latter's estrangement  from his wealthy  mother.  In the

    case  of  the  decision to withhold  infbrmation, all of  which  suggests  that he

    has elected  to disseminate it by other,  more  ca]culated  means,  Btandon

    justifies hjs behaviour with  a  daring that  should  give any  reader  pause-
    cvcn  as it fails to unsettle  Elinor's sense  of  his rectitude.  (iis-i6)
From  Galperin's point of  view, the  villain  of  the  novel  is not  the  seducer

]Xiilloughby
 but the  generous Colonel Brandon, who  marties  one  of  the  heroines.

  Another  example  of  this perversc reading  against  the  grain can  be found in his
analysis  of  Enenva. In 

"Introduction"

 he points out  that  
"[w]here

 an  initial reading

of  Emnva  may  likely be a reading  for a  plot, and  aligned  thereby with  pedagogical
trajcctory that  tracks  and  celebrates  Emma's  devclopment under  Knightley's
tutelage, a rereading  of  Emma...is  likely to recall readers  to all that  has bcen lost
in a development where  the  prerogative of  trying  to makc  a  difference must  be
relinquished"  (i2). I suppose  many  readers  must  admit  this when  they  finish
rcading  Enenea a  second  tfme. Galperin then  suggests  that there was  a pcculiar
intimacy between mass Bates and  Mr. I<nightlcy bcfbre the  story  begins. Although
it seems  impossible for many  rcaders  to imagine that these  characters  had
intercourse with  each  other  in the  past, Galperin justifies his argument  by queting
several  episodes  disclosed thfough  the long monologue  by Miss Bates, before
concluding:

    I am  speaking  again  of  the  attachment  of  Miss Bates to Mr. I<nlghtley,

    which  refers  to events  and  contingencjes  in the  prehistory of  the  narrative

    that no  commentator  has really  noticed  or  explored.  These contingencies

    circulate  around  the obvious,  if significantly  suppressed,  fact that  Miss

    Bates, a vicar's  daughter, was  at  one  time, and  in the  context  of  Highbury

    society,  a conceivable  mate  fbr I<nightley himselg who  has managed  in-

    stead-and  under  far less pcnalty than  his same-aged  counterpart-to

    temain  unmarried  in the  decade and  a  half he has becn eligible  to wed.

    (i93)
After reading  Galperin's dexterous assertions  and  conclusions,  it is not  unnatural

for the  Iandowner and  the  vicar's  daughtcr in his parish to bc in an  intimate
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relationship  when  they  were  young, but is this really  thc  case?  Galperin's rhetotic

in Part II of  the book is superficially  convincing  and  many  readers  wil1  indeed

share  the  conclusions  that Colonel Brandon is a true viliain and  that  there  must

have been a  peculiar intercourse between Miss Bates and  Mr. I<nightley in the

past These are  bold attempts  to reread  Austen's novels,  and  a  degree of  critical

c2ution  ought  to be exerciscd.  X)ae should,  for example,  remember  that none  of

these  con'clusions  are  given explicitly  either  in Austcn's narratives  or  by any  of  the

characters  in the  novels.  Indeed, it seems  to  me  that  Galperin's assertions,  whilst

beguiling, are  a  little too  devious to be uncritically  accepted,  and  yet the  comments

on  the  book cover  appears  to reinforce  the authority  of  Galperin's study.

  Endorsing the  book, Deidre Lynch, for example,  says,  
"Startlingly

 original,

scrupulously  researched,  and  formidably smart"  befbre stating  that  
"7he

 Histen'cal

Aasten is the  most  important book on  Janc Austen'$ works  to 2ppear  in the  iast

fifteen years," Adela Pinch also  gives us  her comment:  
"[tlhis

 is a  book that will

revolutionize  Jane Austen studies."  Since both are  the  experts  of  the Eighteenth-

century  novel  and  know  much  about  Austen, their  endorsements  legitimise the

book. On  the  other  hand, Bharat Tandon, the author  oflLine  Aarsten and  the iVbrathb),

of Cbnvenfation (zoo3), is lukcwarm in his appreciation  stating  that 
"[sv]ith

 its

theoretical  pugnaciousness, Galperin's study  vLrould  probably be strong  meat  for

entry-level  readers  of  Austen's work"  (i 2). Although I doubt Tandon  really  thinl<s

it is so  only  for `Centt

 >,-levelteaders", his reception  offk]rs  a  welcome  counter-balance

to the lavish endorsements  ofTtred  by others.  Nor  is Tandon  alone  in his lack of

enthusiasm  for the  work.  Mary  Waldron, thc  author  of.faneAzasten  and  the .Flidtion of
Hler 77nee (iggg), says  of  Galperin's study,  

"[tlhis

 is quite a  tall order,  and  the  study

is often  tortuously  complex  in its argument  and  even  more  frequently obscure  in

its expression.  It is a taxing  read"  (7si). Galperin's suggestions  are  undoubtedly

interesting, or, te be more  accurate,  highly provocative, and  he successfully  casts

new  light on  each  novcl.  In this sense,  this ambitious  book certainly  deserves to be

read  by those  interested in Austen, but with  some  important  reservations.  At

times, Galperin's style  and  convoluted  arguments  are  difficult to read  and  under-

stand.  Indeed, the  unqualified  critical pralse fbr the  book is not  as unanimous  as

the  publisher would  havc readers  believe.

  Althou.orh the  title, 71be MstozahaIAersten, is fascinating for thosc  whe  are  studying

Austen's nove!s  at  the bcginning of  the 2iSt  century,  {t is too  ambiguous  and  fail$

to fully represent  the  contents  of  the  book. Arguably, ene  of  the  main  reasons  fbr

feeling thc  book is fu11 of  obscurities  is, as  Waldron points out,  
"[tlhe

 absence  of

a  bibliographical list" because it "makes  difficult to determine exactly  how  
`recent'

are  the critical  works  that  Galperin aims  to cenfrent"  (7s2). VUe have to deduce

his references  through  brief indications by him, such  as  the  notes  and  the  index.

Also, because the  book  draws heavily on  literary theorists  such  as dc Certeau,
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Roland Barthcs, Michel Foucault, and  Frederic Jameson, a  high degree of  special-

ist knowledge is assumed  by Galperin.

  In order  to read  and  understand  7Jbe Hliston'calAevsten more  easily,  the  reader

would  be advised  to examine  the  articles  Galperin publishcd in various  journals
beforehand where  his core  {deas are  expressed  more  clearly. Befbre reading

Chapter 2,  fbr instance, an  examination  of  
"The

 Picturesque, the Real, and  the

Consumption ofJane  Austen" in 7Jbe l8?bizlfwoithb (]rk  (Vol. 28, igg7)  and  
"Thc

Uses and  Abuses of  Austen's 
`Absolute

 Historical Pictures" in Eumpean  Roneanu-c
Rev'iew (Vol. i4,  2oo3)  would  prove helpfu1. His other  initial studies  appeared  in the
following books and  magazincs:  Cb(ig)nelt imPX7banjoni testaa4 Cn'tic7'sw, ttkhteenth-
C}?ninrv Lfo, Eormpean Roanvntic Revieus /tzneites: Aessitn 3 Disciples and  Devolees 0rinceton
UP, 2ooo),  7)be Lessons ofRomeande'cisnv: A  Cn'de'cal (Jbmpanion (Duke UP, igg8),  and

7he IPZ),ztfworth anrllg. Though  interesting, 7)be Hislon'calAnstem is certainly  not  fbr
the uninitiated  reader.
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Reviewed by Kazumi  Kanatsu, Doshisha University

  John Clare was  a  great Romantic poet, but one  who  has always  been over-

shadowed  by other  major  poets of  thc  period. This long-standing perception of

the  poet, howcver,  is decisively changed  by the  publication ofJonathan  Bate's
latest work,lbhn  evare.-A lliagmpby. Bate writes  the book  out  ofhis  conviction  that
Clare is 

`Cthe

 one  major  English poet never  to  have received  a  biography that is
worthy  of  his memory"  (xvi, The  biography is a  laudable eflibrt to  accomplish  this


